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Abstract. An Organic Computing system has the ability to autono-
mously (re-)organize and adapt itself. Such a system exhibits so called
self-x properties (e.g. self-healing) and is therefore more dependable as
e.g. some failures can be compensated. Furthermore, it is easier to main-
tain as it automatically configures itself and more convenient to use be-
cause of its automatic adaptation to new situations. On the other hand,
design and construction of Organic Computing systems is a challenging
task. The Organic Design Pattern (ODP) is a design guideline to aid
engineers in this task.
This paper describes a universal reconfiguration mechanism for role-
based Organic Computing systems. If a system is modeled in accordance
with the ODP guideline, reconfiguration can be implemented generically
on the basis of an of-the-shelf constraint solver. The paper shows how
Kodkod can be used for this and illustrates the approach on an example
from production automation.

1 Introduction

Increasing complexity and steadily rising requirements more and more often be-
come dominant problems during system development and maintenance. Organic
Computing (OC) [9] and Autonomic Computing (AC) [6] are trying to tackle
these challenging aspects. The basic idea is to build systems, such that they can
autonomously adapt to changing requirements, optimize themselves at runtime
for better performance or compensate failures by smart counter measures. These
abilities are often referred to as self-adapting, self-optimizing and self-healing.

Although such self-x properties are highly desirable, it is still a challenging
task to design and construct systems with such abilities. The Organic Design Pat-
tern (ODP) is a design guideline for a specific-class of self-x systems. It provides
efficient support for design and specification of an Organic Computing system.
However it is still a challenging task to refine this design to an actual implemen-
tation. This paper shows how the problem of implementing a self-reconfiguration
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algorithm according to a given specification can be solved in a generic way. This
is very valuable during system construction as there exist many, very elaborate
construction processes for the functional parts of an OC system while imple-
menting the organic behavior is often a very problem-specific and creative task.
Technically, this is achieved by translating the corresponding design artifacts
and OCL constraints which describe the behavioral and structural properties of
a system into a model for a generic constraint solver (in this case: Kodkod).

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief overview of the
Organic Design Pattern and the system class this paper focuses on. In Section 3
an introduction to Kodkod and the translation of necessary ODP artifacts into
Kodkod’s (relational) modeling language are given. An illustration on a real
world example from production automation is shown in Section 4. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 concludes the paper with some related approaches and a brief outlook on
future work.

2 Organic Design Pattern

The Organic Design Pattern (ODP) [12] is a design principle for a broad class of
self-x systems, namely those which consist of a set of independent components
interacting with each other and where reconfiguration and adaptation respec-
tively can be expressed as a reallocation of roles. The components of such a
system have to provide redundancy with regard to their functionality to enable
such reallocations at run time. This means the components must have several
capabilities they can use to fulfill different roles. The computation of a correct
new role allocation then takes into account the possible interactions between
the components, the capabilities of the components and the task that has to be
achieved by the whole system.

The systems regarded in this paper are distinguished by changing tasks dur-
ing runtime and the possibility to process several resources with different tasks
at the same time. Examples for such systems are sensor networks, distributed
smart devices which provide context sensitive services, or adaptive production
automation systems. Furthermore, the systems can run in a degraded mode in
which a task is only partially fulfilled, thus compensating for failure as long as
possible. The core of the pattern which allows for modeling such systems is an
elaborate role concept. The model has been based on a precise semantics which
allows to define and measure self-x properties[3]. Additionally, the reconfigura-
tion process can be described on an abstract level very intuitively.

The following paragraphs give a very brief introduction to important concepts
of ODP and the “Restore-Invariant-Approach” [4] for specification of reconfig-
uration algorithms. An application of this design concepts to a real-world case
study will be shown in Section 4.

2.1 Static View

An ODP system consists of Agents which process Resources with one or more of
the agents’ Capabilities according to a given Task. A Task describes how a given



Resource should be processed. It is a sequence of Capabilities which should be
applied to the Resource. The static view of such a system is shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Organic Design Pattern

Every Agent is characterized by the Capabilities it can provide and the agents
to which/from which it can give/receive Resources. Which Capability an Agent
performs in a specific situation is determined by its Role. An Agent can have
several Roles. The association allocatedRole represents the mapping of Agents
to Roles which will be called role allocation in the rest of the paper.

Self-organization in this class of systems is described as a role allocation
problem. A Role is a 3-tuple (precondition, Capabilities, postcondition) of a pre-
condition, a sequence of Capabilities that need to be applied and a postcondition.
The precondition describes which resources are accepted by the agent and which
other agent provides them (port). The postcondition describes how the resource
is labeled and which agent should receive it. Conditions are 3-tuples of a tar-
get Agent from which, respectively to which, the Resource is taken, respectively
given, the current state of the Resource and the Task that needs to be done.
The reconfiguration mechanism is modeled in the concept of the VirtualCen-
tralizedO/C (Observer/Controller [11], O/C). This component encapsulates the
reconfiguration algorithm on design level. The output of the reconfiguration al-
gorithm is a new allocation of Roles to Agents that restores the system to a
state in which it is able to fulfill its tasks again.



2.2 Dynamic View

The dynamics of an ODP system are relatively simple. All Agents run asyn-
chronously parallel. Dynamics can be split into two sub-domains: behavior dur-
ing ‘normal’ (i.e. productive) phases and behavior when self-organization occurs.

During normal operation, interaction between Agents is done by passing Re-
sources between Agents. Whenever an Agent receives a Resource, it chooses
one of its allocatedRoles according to the precondition and the Capabilities that
have to be performed. Then the Agent applies the Capabilities defined in this
Role to the Resource, refreshes the state and task of the Resource according to
these Capabilities and gives the Resource to the Agent in the postcondition of
the Role1. Reconfiguration is always triggered when a given role allocation is no
longer correct. Then the self-organization phase begins and a new role allocation
must be calculated. The fact that the actual role allocation is no longer valid
can typically be noticed during runtime by the agents. An example is that an
agent looses a capability (maybe because of a hardware failure). The agent will
then eventually receive a resource which cannot be processed with the remain-
ing capabilities. This will trigger a reconfiguration (in this context, it is assumed
that an agent can detect the loss of a capability). Whenever a reconfiguration
is triggered, (1) all agents are informed to stop productive operation, (2) the
resources are cleared from the system, (3) data is gathered from the agents and
(4) a new, valid role allocation is calculated and distributed. Finally, the system
again enters a productive state.

2.3 Specification of Self-x Behavior

One of the major challenges in designing an ODP-based Organic Computing sys-
tem is specification of the reconfiguration algorithm. In the context of this paper,
we restrict ourselves to sequential role execution where each agent performs only
one role simultaneously.

The big advantage of using the Organic Design Pattern is that it allows to
systematically design self-x behavior by specifying properties for role allocations.
The properties can be described as OCL constraints [10]. The properties can
typically be split into two groups. The first group addresses consistency issues.
Some examples are:

con1 inv: self.Input -> includesAll(self.

allocatedRole.precondition.port)
con2 inv: self.Output -> includesAll(self.

allocatedRole.postcondition.port)
con3 inv: self.allocatedRole.precondition.port

-> forAll(b:Agent | b.allocatedRole.
postcondition.port -> includes(self))

1 Note, that the description above implies that the selection of a role generally depends
on the Resource the Agent is actually processing. So there must also be a selection
algorithm implemented, which chooses a Role if several allocatedRoles are applicable
at the same time.



con4 inv: self.allocatedRole.postcondition.port

-> forAll(b:Agent | b.allocatedRole.
precondition.port -> includes(self))

These four constraints are invariants for the class Agent, which means they
are defined in the context Agent. Constraints 1 and 2 assert that an Agent can
only receive resources from and give resources to Agents corresponding to its in-
put and output associations and thus state that roles allocated to an Agent have
to be consistent with its input and output relations. Constraints 3 and 4 assert
that if Agent A (referred to as “self”) has Agent B as a port in the precondition
of one of its allocatedRoles), then Agent B must have a role where Agent A is
the port in the postcondition and vice versa. These kinds of constraints have
to be considered when a new role-allocation is calculated. They determine the
valid configurations for an ODP system and therefore the admissible results of
a reconfiguration algorithm.

The second group of constraints addresses properties, which must be mon-
itored during runtime. They can very often (but not always) be decentralized
and monitored by individual agents. The most important example is:

mon1 inv: self.has -> includesAll(self.

allocatedRole.applies -> flatten())

This constraint is also defined in the context Agent and asserts that the
Role allocated to an Agent only includes Capabilities the particular Agent can
perform. It must be monitored at runtime to ensure that an agent can perform
the task it is supposed to do at any given time. If this constraint does not hold
anymore, the system has to be reconfigured. As the constraint only uses data
that is locally known to the agent, it can be monitored by the agent itself.

2.4 The Restore-Invariant-Approach

What’s so special about the modeling approach presented above? The answer
to this question is, that the designer is now able to very precisely specify when
a reconfiguration shall happen and which effects a (successful) reconfiguration
shall have. This is basically achieved by the OCL constraints and the intuitive
understanding that at all times the current role allocation shall be consistent
with the OCL constraints. Whenever this does not hold, the system is expected
to reconfigure itself such that the role allocation is again valid. It is thus a good
idea to make use of this precise specification and to provide a reconfiguration
mechanism which directly takes the specification as input data.

From a more formal point of view an Organic Computing system may be seen
as a (possibly infinite) set of traces, where each trace represents one possible run
of the system. A single trace is then the sequence of all states the system will
assume during one run. The constraints presented above can thus be understood
as a partitioning of states into “good” states (where the role allocation is correct)
and “bad” states (where the role allocation is incorrect). An Organic Computing



system is then a system which continuously monitors these constraints and au-
tonomously tries to change itself (i.e. it’s role allocation) such that the constraints
are valid again. This very generic approach is called Restore-Invariant-Approach
(RIA). The Restore-Invariant-Approach distinguishes productive states in which
the system performs its normal operations and reconfiguration states where a
new role allocation is acquired and established. Whenever functional properties
are not met (i.e. the system is not productive), a reconfiguration will be started
which will reconfigure the system such that these properties are met again (i.e.
it can be productive again). This intuitive notion of a RIA is sufficient to under-
stand the remainder of this paper. For a more formal definition of the principles
of RIA, please refer to [3] and [4].

An ODP-class system is typically defined through finite sets of agents, ca-
pabilities and admissible tasks. As described above, each agent has a number
of roles that were allocated to it. Because roles are basically tuples of multiple
agents, capabilities and tasks the set of roles and also the set of theoretically
possible role allocations are finite. As a consequence it is now possible to use a
generic, of-the-shelf SAT solver for finding valid role allocations whenever possi-
ble. The following section shows how this could be done using the tool “Kodkod”
[14] for this task.

3 Expressing ODP in Relational Logic

This section first introduces an abbreviated version of the Kodkod syntax and
an informal semantics. Using the syntax as a basis, the second subsection then
described how a relational model can be derived from an ODP models. Together
this allows to use Kodkod as universal reconfiguration algorithm ODP-class sys-
tems.

3.1 Relational Logic

The relational logic used in Kodkod is a core subset of the Alloy modeling
language [5]. Tables 1 and 2 show extracts of the abstract syntax of the Kodkod
logic and the informal semantics.

expr :=
expr + expr union
| expr . expr join
| expr × expr product
| relVar relation
| quantVar quantified variable

formula :=
expr in expr subset
| all varDecl | formula universal
| some varDecl | formula existential

Table 1. Extract of abstract syntax

For relations the basic set operators are available with their standard set
theoretic meanings. In addition to the basic logical operators (or, and, negation),
both modal quantifiers (all and exists) with their standard interpretation can be



used. Further, cardinality operators some, one, no, and lone allow expressions
about the amount of tuples within a set. For a complete syntax and a formal
semantics please refer to [13].

seq := 〈atom[, atom]∗〉

To allow a more readable notation of the model and the employed formulas
we use the following notation for sequences (and also allow the use of sequences
within tuples)2.

problem := univDecl relDecl* formula
relDecl := relVar :arity [constant, constant]
univDecl := { atom[, atom]∗}
varDecl := quantVar : expr
constant := {tuple∗}
tuple := (atom[, atom]∗)

Table 2. Extract of abstract syntax

A Kodkod problem defines the input for Kodkod. It consists of a universe
declaration containing a set of atoms (identifiers), a set of relation declarations
and a formula. Typically, some relations are under-specified. These relations then
appear as variables in the formula. The goal is to find a restriction of relations
such that the formula is satisfied.

The core idea of the relational model is to (1) derive the universe from the
object model of the system, (2) derive (fully specified) relational declarations
from the current system state (for example associations between objects) and (3)
define a (fully under-specified) relation for allocatedRoles. The OCL constraints
(which basically describe what are correct allocations of roles) are transformed
into a relational formula (all constraints are combined by logical conjunction).
Together, this allows to reduce the problem of finding a correct role allocation
to a constraint solving problem, which can be solved automatically by Kodkod.

3.2 Kodkod model

In this section the formal representation of the Organic Design Pattern with
relational logic presented above is described.

Universe declaration: The first step is to model the ODP concepts. Concepts
correlate to sets of unique identifiers, for each instance of a concept. For the
task of reconfiguration not all concepts, respectively their instances, are needed.
Basically the concepts Agent, Capability, Task and Role are required. This results
in three sets of atoms – Ag, Cap and R. The union of these sets defines the

2 As Kodkod does not natively support sequences, sequences are resolved by adding
atoms to the universe and adding a relation which contains all the elements of the
particular sequence. In addition, an order relation is defined to keep the information
about the order of the atoms within the sequence.



universe U and therefore all atoms which make up the tuples of the relations.
For a system with n (instances of) agents, m capabilities and p tasks, this will
result in the following sets of identifiers:

Ag := {agent1, . . . , agentn}
Cap := {capability1, . . . , capabilitym}
R := {role1, . . . , rolen∗(m+1)}

U := Ag ∪ Cap ∪ R

The concept Task is formalized as a set of the sequences according to the actual
tasks in the system. For example

Tsk := {〈capability1, . . . , capabilityp〉, . . .}.

As it is build of atoms it is not included in the universe. The number of atoms
for roles can be set to the maximum of possible combinations. For efficiency
we reduce the number to n ∗ (m + 1) atoms by default. This allows for one
role for each agent and each capability and an additional default role, where
no capability should be applied and resources should only be passed to another
agent.

Relational Declarations: The next step is to define the relational declarations
relDeclarations needed for the problem. As Kodkod logic is untyped, we define
one unary relation for each of the sets Ag, Cap, and R. The relations Agent,
Capability, Task contain all elements of their according sets as singletons. This
allows to distinguish the atoms later on.

The next step is to formalize the associations of ODP. For each n-ary associ-
ation we create an n-ary relation bound to the according set of instances. Here
we need to distinguish two types of associations. The ones that are describing
system state and may not change during reconfiguration and the ones that may
be changed. The unchangeable associations are has, input, output as they de-
scribe the system state. Those are bound exactly (lower and upper bound are
equal) to the tuples derived from the system state.

relVar e.g. [exact bound]

has :2 [{(ag1, capability1), (ag1, capability2) . . .}]
input :2 [{(ag1, ag2), (ag1, ag3)(ag2, ag1), . . .}]
output :2 [{(ag1, ag2), (ag1, ag1)(ag2, ag1), . . .}]

Table 3. Relations describing the system state

The changeable relations are the ones that can be evaluated during the re-
configuration. These relations are upper bound to the unary relations defined
for each concept. The lower bound is the empty set. Table 4 below shows the
relations and their bounds. seq is an abbreviation for a sequence and denotes a
subsequence of Task. This is resolved by additional atoms and in the Kodkod
model. This reflects the {ordered} annotation in ODP.



relVar [lower bound, upper bound]

allocatedRole :2 [{}, Agent × Role]
precondition-task :2 [{}, Role × Task ]
precondition-state :2 [{}, Role × seq(Capability)]
precondition-port :2 [{}, Role × Agent
applies :2 [{}, Role × seq(Capability)]
postcondition-task :2 [{}, Role × Task ]
postcondition-state :2 [{}, Role × seq(Capability)]
postcondition-port :2 [{}, Role × Agent ]

Table 4. Free relations for reconfiguration

The difference between upper and lower bound defines the degree of flexibility
the system has and which can be used during reconfiguration to find a satisfying
evaluation. Satisfying evaluations are evaluations that fulfill constraints formu-
lated on this relational model which are described in the next section.

Formulas: Section 2.3 describes how system behavior is specified on ODP level
using OCL constraints. For reconfiguration, these constraints are formalized in
the relational logic of Section 3.1. The OCL dot operator (’.’) equals the join
operator ’.’ in the relational logic. The other used OCL constructs are formalized
as follows:

C2 in C1 :⇔ C1 : Collection(T ) -> includesAll(C2 : Collection(T ))
{c} in C :⇔ C : Collection(T ) -> includes(c : T )
(all c : C | formula) :⇔ C : Collection(T ) ->forAll(c : T |formula)

As all OCL constraints are invariants (keyword: inv) all constraint are quan-
tified with respect to their context (here: Agent). Using the definitions above the
constraints con1 . . . con4 concerning consistency issues are formalized as follows:

(con1) all a : Agent | a.allocatedRole.precondition-port in a.input
(con3) all a : Agent | all b : a.allocatedRole.postcondition-port

| {a} in b.allocatedRole.precondition-port

The monitoring constraint mon1 is formalized accordingly:

(mon1) all a : Agent | a.applies in a.has

As already mentioned, there might be more constraints needed to ensure
functional properties. For example, properties that ensure that at least one agent
is finishing the task or that the roles of one agent contain only the same capability
to apply, as agents should specialize on one capability or switching capabilities
is expensive.

The conjunction of all these constraints defines the overall formula (INV )that
needs to be satisfied. The problem P that the constraint solver should solve is
then defined as follows:

P := U relDeclarations INV



4 Case Study

The following case study illustrates how the proposed reconfiguration algorithm
can be employed in the domain of production automation systems. The example
describes an autonomous production cell the way it could be designed in the
future. Traditional engineering handles production cells in a very static way.
Individual machines that process a workpiece are linked with each other in a
strict sequential order by conveyors or similar mechanisms. The layout of the
cell is therefore predefined, very inflexible, and rigid. Additionally – and maybe
most importantly – such a system is extremely error-prone as failure of one
component will bring the whole system to a standstill.

The vision of an autonomous production cell presented in this paper consists
of robots which are capable of using different tools and which are connected
with flexible, autonomous transportation units. The functional goal of the cell
is to process workpieces according to a given specification, the task. A task is a
user-defined sequence of tool applications.

The example system considered here contains three robots and two au-
tonomous carts. Each robot has three distinct capabilities: drill a hole in a
workpiece, insert a screw into a drilled hole and tighten an inserted screw. In
the standard scenario, every workpiece must be processed by all three tools in a
given order (1st: drill, 2nd: insert, 3rd: tighten = DIT). Changing the tool of a
robot is very time consuming compared to the time required to perform the task
itself. Therefore the initial configuration of the system is to distribute the task
among the robots, such that no robot has to switch tools and organize workpiece
transportation accordingly. This situation is shown in Figure 2. The first robot
drills a hole in the workpiece, the second one inserts a screw and the third one
tightens this screw.

Fig. 2. Adaptive production cell



4.1 The ODP-based design

The first step of the modeling process is to instantiate the Organic Design Pat-
tern and map its concepts to the domain. The production cell comprises two
types of Agents – Robots and Carts. The capabilities of a robot are Drill, Insert
and Tighten, whereas an autonomous cart has no special capability. The fact
that every robot has every tool adds redundancy and therefore a degree of free-
dom to the system. Due to the nature of the system, Workpieces (instances of
Resource) can only be given from Robots to Carts and vice versa. This is cap-
tured by restricting Input and Output associations (so there is no Input/Output
association between carts).

Fig. 3. Excerpt of an instance of an autonomous production cell

Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the instantiation of the ODP with three robots
and two carts. Here, the optimal case with full capabilities and functionality is
depicted. For better readability, capabilities are represented as data types, while
robots and carts are object representations.

During runtime, the object model typically changes, whenever (external) dis-
turbances occur. A broken tool e.g. will result in a change of the has association,
changes of available agents will result in additional or removed agent objects and
new workpieces (with different tasks) will result in additional task objects.

In addition to refinement of the pattern, additional OCL constraints arise
out of domain-specific requirements. One example for the domain of produc-
tion automation is that every agent shall (whenever possible) participate in the
process. This property is captured by the following OCL constraint:

specific1 inv: self.allocatedRole -> size() > 0



This constraint really is domain-specific. For example, in an energy-efficient
sensor network it not all agents should participate all the time but rather take
turns in relaying data. This would of course lead to different constraints. How-
ever, note that such constraints describe domain-specific properties and are es-
tablished at design time. Thus they are not subject to change during runtime.

4.2 The relational representation

The instantiation which describes the static part of the system presented above
is now transformed into the relational model as described in Section 3.

Universe declaration: As mentioned in Section 3.2 the first step towards a re-
lational model is the definition of the universe (i.e. Agents, Capabilities and
Roles). In the example this will yield:

Ag := {robota, robotb, robotc, carta, cartb}.
Cap := {d, i, t}
R := {R1, ..., R20}

Note, that here the suggested limit of n∗(m+1) roles is being used. Analogously
the set of all task Tsk := {〈d, i, t〉} (drill-insert-tighten) is defined.

Relational Declarations: The next step is to define the relational declarations
relDeclarations for this application. ODP-specifics relations are (obviously) iden-
tical to the definitions of Section 3.2. For example for the relation Agent this
would be Agent :1 {(robota), (robotb), (robotc), (carta), (cartb)}.

The other relations are created analogously. Domain-specific relations are
derived from the domain-specific model of the system (see Section 4.1). Some
examples are shown in Figure 3:

has := { (robota, d), (robota, i), (robota, t),
(robotb, d), (robotb, i), (robotb, t),
(robotc, d), (robotc, i), (robotc, t) }

input := { (robota, carta), (robota, cartb),
(robotb, carta), (robotb, cartb),
(robotc, carta), (robotc, cartb),
(carta, robota), (carta, robotb), (carta, robotc),
(cartb, robota), (cartb, robotb), (cartb, robotc) }

output := input

Note, that these may also automatically be generated during runtime, as
long as the system can reflect upon it‘s state (i.e. what Agents are present, what
Capabilities do they have, etc.).

Formulas In addition to the generic formulas derived from the OCL constraints,
we need to formalize the application specific constraint specific1. This is ex-
pressed by the following formula:

(specific1) all a : Agent | somea.allocatedRole

Adding this formula to the generic formula will lead to the formula the constraint
solver should find a solution for.



4.3 Reconfiguration

Reconfiguration is done by finding an evaluation of the remaining relations (e.g.
allocatedRole) that satisfies the constraints. For each reconfiguration the rela-
tional model is adapted to the current system state and the constraint solver
is started with this changed model to find a solution. A possible evaluation for
the initial configuration of the relation allocatedRole and its following relations
is shown in Table 5.

allocatedRole precondition postcondition

Agent Role port state task applies port state task

robota role1 ∅ 〈〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈d〉 carta 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉
carta role2 robota 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈〉 robotb 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉
robotb role3 carta 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈i〉 cartb 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉
cartb role4 robotb 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈〉 robotc 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉
robotc role5 cartb 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈t〉 ∅ 〈d, i, t〉 〈d, i, t〉

Table 5. Initial role allocation

If, for example, a failure like a broken tool occurs (e.g. a broken drill at
robota), the corresponding relation has will change to has/{(robota, d)} which
means that a change in relDeclarations occurred. As a consequence, constraint
mon1 stating that only available capabilities are assigned within roles will eval-
uate to false and a reconfiguration is triggered again. The will then enter a
reconfiguration phase use Kodkod to calculate a new evaluation for allocated-
Role with respect to the other values of the relations and go back to production
again.

A special case has to be considered if an agent fails entirely. Assume, e.g. that
robotc is no longer available and only two robots are left to perform the task.
This corresponds to a change in the set Ag and thus a change in the universe. In
such a case, systems designed with ODP support graceful degradation where as
much functionality as possible is retained, even if processing times deteriorate.
In the example, one robot will be assigned several roles and thus performs two
actions on each workpiece. This way the workpieces are still processed correctly
but as switching tools requires a lot of time compared to applying the tool, the
workpieces will remain in the cell longer and throughput decreases. The role
allocation for the described situation is depicted in Table 6.

allocatedRole precondition postcondition

Agent Role port state task applies port state task

robota role1 ∅ 〈〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈d〉 carta 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉
carta role3 robota 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈〉 robotb 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉
robotb role4 carta 〈d〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈i〉 cartb 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉
cartb role5 robotb 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈〉 robota 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉
robota role2 cartb 〈d, i〉 〈d, i, t〉 〈t〉 ∅ 〈d, i, t〉 〈d, i, t〉

Table 6. Role allocation for graceful degradation



In another scenario, the task is changed during runtime. If, e.g., three holes
need to be drilled, the system self-adapts to the new task. This is expressed
in a change of the task relation: task = {([d, d, d])} A reconfiguration cycle is
automatically started by the system to configure the robots in a way that the
new task is performed.

4.4 Implementation

The presented reconfiguration algorithm is employed in association with an im-
plementation of the case study with a generic framework for systems modeled
with ODP which is based on the multi-agent system Jadex [1]. The robots and
carts are implemented as agents and perform the “drill, insert, tighten” sequence
as described above. When one of the robots looses one of the capabilities it
needs to perform one of its roles, a reconfiguration is started. The VirtualCen-
tralizedO/C is informed about the failure, stops the processing of resources and
gathers the individual agent’s configuration. This global view of the system is
then transmitted to the reconfiguration algorithm via a generic web service inter-
face. The Kodkod implementation is coupled with a web service endpoint which
accepts the data and transforms it into the relational model required. Kodkod
calculates the new role allocation for this model and the result is transformed
again and returned to the ODP system as a reply to the original web service call.
The O/C distributes the new role allocation to the agents and starts the system
again. Our experiments showed that the transformations and the calculation of
roles work very well. For small to medium sized applications runtime is not an
issue (a complete reconfiguration is done within seconds) and the coupling with
the multi-agent system is reliable and simple to use. In the next step, we plan
to couple the entire system with a graphical simulation of the production cell.

5 Conclusion

Design and construction of Organic Computing systems is a challenging task.
There already exist some approaches to help during design by suggesting a spe-
cific architecture [2, 7, 12]. Reconfiguration during runtime, however, is either
left out or only specified on a very high level. There are approaches to configure
systems with constraint satisfaction methods like the one in [15] but these are
limited to constraints about system structure and not about system dynamics.

This paper proposes a universal reconfiguration algorithm for role-based Or-
ganic Computing systems. The approach has been refined to a running imple-
mentation for the class of ODP systems. The core idea is to use design artifacts
(which capture the specification of reconfiguration) and transform them into
a constraint solving problem. The presented implementation uses the Kodkod
constraint solver. Future work will include investigations on how to incorporate
system constraints into the design process more closely as in, e.g., the Darwin
ADL [8]. Another open issue is the question how to deal with quantitative re-
quirements. These often play a key role for self-optimizing systems and it is a



challenging task to translate them into a constraint solving problem. We plan to
investigate how cost functions can be integrated into our approach.
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